Tandem Repeats (TRs) are the repeats which occur in a chromosome, while a pattern of 1 or more nucleotides (A, C, G, T) is repeated more than one time and the repetitions are continuous. Repeating patterns also referred to as motifs or base patterns, can be of various lengths. There is a complete of 25 linkage groups or chromosomes in the Zebrafish genome. The proposed algorithm reported exact tandem repeats with a motif length of at least three 3 with the help of an algorithm that uses a suffix array and longest common prefix. An overall of 119,909 repeats, with a base pattern of at least 3 nucleotides were detected. A massive number of repeats with a base period of 18, 24, 27 30 had been detected. The algorithm produces better results as compared to the existing results in terms of a number of repeats.
Introduction
Genomes are comprised of nucleotides which are represented by A, C, G, T. The zebra fish genome is large, it is approximately 1.7 billion bases lengthy with a complete of 25 linkage groups [1] , that is more or less half the dimensions of the human genome. Single nucleotide polymorphisms rate inside the zebra fish genome is approximately one in 2 hundred bases, while in human beings it is one in keeping with 1,000 bases [2] . Depending on the length of repeating motif DNA repeats are classified into subtypes. Patterns or motifs of length less than 10 are known as microsatellites or short tandem repeats (STR) [3] and repeats of longer lengths for example 1000 nucleotides are referred to as minisatellites [4] . Zebra fish are studied as a model vertebrate organism which is an animal of a large group distinguished by the possession of a backbone with an early embryonic development which is similar to the development of a human [5] . As compared to Zebra fish genome this is 1.7 billion bases lengthy, the human genome is 3.2 billion bases long and this equates to 3 million variations throughout the human genome and eight million variations across the zebrafish genome. These patterns are characteristic of protein-coding sequences. Duplication happens in large regions of a genome and this results in the repetition of a pattern. For example, if a pattern ACG is repeating 10times then the resulting sequence will beACGACGACGACGACGACGACGACGACGACG this can be written as(ACG)10 where ACG is called as the base pattern and 10 is the copy number means the pattern is repeating 10 times [6] . To detect and report these highly degenerate sequence motifs from genomic sequence collections we need more efficient tools. Thus, it is very important to identify and characterize repeating sequences in both the genome assembly and genomic sequences including weak or decentralized repeating sequences. For detecting repeats various computational approaches are developed. These approaches have some limitations which can be categorized into deterministic and probabilistic. Other than these, there are three main groups [7] . The first group detects and reports repeats indirectly and it is based on the alignment of matrices. The limitation of these algorithms is time complexity with the best algorithm having a time complexity of O(N2logN) [7] . The second group detects the repeats without any alignment. This kind of algorithms either assume some kind of similarity between possible repeats or they require some kind of input from the user. For example, the input may consist of predefined threshold on similarity, the number of nucleotides ( A, C, G, T ) between repeats, motif lengths [7] .
Related Work
Many algorithms have been discovered till now to find tandem repeats in genome sequences. Based on their approach, there are two ways to categorize themdeterministic algorithms and probabilistic algorithms. The iterative method of Coward and Drablos uses the self-alignment property of sequence to find repeats [8] , whereas Benson finds repeats probabilistically in the same problem [9] . Coward and Drablos algorithm finds approximate tandem repeats. This method is practical but it doesn't give all the repeats given a maximum number of mismatches Whereas Benson's probabilistic approach design and implementation are more complicated. Benson used his probabilistic model in the tool tandem repeat finder [9] . The idea is based on the percent identity that is the percent of matching probability and frequency of indels that is insertion and deletion in the sequence, between adjacent copies of the repeats. This algorithm is better Copyright © 2018 Helix ISSN 2319 -5592 (Online) than many other algorithms. There are many algorithms to find exact tandem repeats in genome sequences. Algorithms were developed to find squares in a string [10] [11] [12] and these cannot be directly adapted to find tandem repeats in genome sequences. Some algorithms use hamming distance [13] and some use insertion and deletion as a measure of similarity [14] . These algorithms come in two phases, in the first phase that is scanning phase candidate tandem repeats are located and then in the second phase that is analysis phase candidate tandem repeats are checked to be the tandem repeat. Hauth and Joseph designed an algorithm to find NTRs with the constraint of length at most 6 nucleotides [14] . It uses the space-efficient data structure the enhanced suffix array. There are many algorithms like mreps, iMEx, inverter, Sputnik, TRF. All these algorithms work differently with different input parameters and constraints. Suffix array can replace the bottom up traversal of a suffix tree. Abouelhoda et al. proposed an enhanced suffix array algorithm. It is able to compute all branching tandem repeats in O (n log n) time. Time complexity plays a major role while comparing algorithms. Manber and Myers implementation creates a suffix array in optimal time [15] . This suffix array and longest common prefix array can help in finding all tandem repeats. Kasai, T.; Lee, G.; Arimura, H.; Arikawa, S.; Park, K gave an efficient implementation of constructing longest common prefix array [16] . First combinatorial approach [17, 18] for finding tandem repeats was developed in sputnik tool and it was based on repeated motif length setting the resolution parameter to zero and in TRF we cansetsimilarityto100percentbysettingpercentindel to be zero. In other tools, similarity can be maximized by setting mismatch, insertion, deletion accordingly. To improve the various algorithms time complexity and space complexity researches have spent many years. In TRF, we can set this by setting the alignment weights to the extreme values of 2, 50 and 50 for matching score and mismatch penalty and indelspenalty respectively and the minimal score may be driven down to 0, permitting reporting of all repeats detected indiscriminately. Similarly, mismatch penalty, match score, minimum score and indelpenalty for ATR Hunter were set to 50, 1, 50, and -50 respectively [19] .
Proposed Work
The proposed method works on two techniques.
 Suffix Array.  Longest Common Prefix Array. The algorithm first Pre-processes the DNA sequence then it calculates the suffix array, next it calculates the longest common prefix array using the suffix array and at last, it calculates the three factors(motif length, frequency, starting position).In the pre-processing step of the algorithm, the header and symbol 'N' from the fasta file are removed so that the modified input file contains only A, C, G, T symbols. The algorithm first creates a suffix array (SA) for the pre-processed DNA sequence. After creating the suffix array, it creates a Longest Common Prefix Array(LCPA) by using the suffix array of the pre-processed DNA sequence. Suffix array can always be constructed in linear time O(n) using Manber and Myers approach [15] for any given sequence, where n represents the sequence length. The suffix array is an integer array that provides the starting position of the suffix if arranged in lexicographical order. Manber and Myers [15] .n]. n = length of sequence.
Step 2: Remove 'N' characters and header part from fasta files.
Step 3: Create Suffix Array SA [ 1. .n ] of preprocessed DNA sequence.
Step 4: Create Longest Common Prefix Array, LCPA [ 1. .n ] of pre-processed DNA sequence.
Step 5:
// Floor isafunction of C END FOR Step 6: Store repeat starting position, length, repeat count in output file. END Implementation First symbol 'N' and header of fasta file were removed from the input DNA sequence. After that suffix array was created. Suffix array is an integer array that provides the starting position of suffix ifarranged in lexicographical order. Suffix array can always be constructed in linear time O(n) using Manber and Myers approach [15] for any given sequence, where nrepresentsthesequencelength.After this longest common prefix array was created. Longest common Copyright © 2018 Helix ISSN 2319 -5592 (Online) prefix array contains a number of commonprefixes between two consecutive suffixes according tosuffix array. SP array is used to store starting position of repeat. RL array is used to store repeat length. RC array is used to store repeat count.
An efficient implementation can be done by using Kasai et al approach [16] . Construction of LCPA from Suffix array also takes linear time O(n). Dynamic arrays were used in the construction of suffix array and longest common prefix array. Thealgorithm is coded or implemented in c language. Three arrays, of length equal to sequence lengths, are created to store Motif Length, Number of Repeats and Starting Position of the repeats. All these arrays are created in linear time O(n) and overall time complexity of this algorithm is O(n). In the proposed technique we are calculating differenceof the adjacent value of SA which gives us a unit motif length. Repeating frequency is calculated by taking the floor of LCPA[i] to ML [i] . Starting position is determined by taking the minimum of two adjacent SA values. After getting these parameters motif can be found by starting from starting position and adding motif length to it. In case of memory constraints, file has to be processed in small chunks while the output file is created for storing repeat starting position, repeat length and repeat count or copy number. Example Let us consider finding number of exact tandem repeats in string "banana". For this string suffix array and longest common prefix array can be shown as in the Table. 1. Suffixes of "banana" are -banana, anana, nana, ana, na, a. In the below Table. 1, suffix array row, represents the indexes of the suffixes in the string. So suffix array in terms of suffixes can be shown asa, ana, anana, banana, na, nana. Index 0 1 2 3 4 5 String b a n a n a Suffix Array 5 3 1 0 4 2 LCP Array 1 3 0 0 2 0 Table 1 : Suffix Array and LCP array For "banana" Now suppose if we take two suffixes "ana" and "anana" whose indexes are 3 and 1 respectively. Longest common prefix between suffixes starting at 3 and 1 is 3 as can be seen in Table 1 .
Step 1: The starting position of repeat is minimum of 1 and 3 which are starting position of "anana" and "ana". So starting position of repeat is 1.
Step 2: Repeat length is difference between the lengths of these two suffixes. So repeat length is = 3-1 =2.
Step 3: Repeat count is longest common prefix divided by repeatlengthadd1. So repeat count=floor (3/2)+1= 2.
Step 4: So we get a repeat starting at position 1 whose length is 2 is repeating 2 times. This repeat is"an". Similarly, other repeats can be found. Other repeats are "na" starting from2 and repeating 2 times that can be found easily with this algorithm.
Discussion and Results
In this section we present several experiments comparing our algorithm to the existing algorithms and evaluating with the number of repeats. Experiments were performed on various sequence sizes. The implementation was tested on Intel Core i5-5250U CPU at 1.60GHz4 processor with 4GB RAM. The Algorithm was run for all chromosomes of Zebrafish( Chromosome 1 to Chromosome 25). The results obtained with the number of repeats and the corresponding runtime is shown in Table2. From the below table.2 it can be seen that the wide variety of repeats will increase with the growth inside the DNA size. In case of memory constraints, the sequence has to be divided into chunks and processed. The proposed algorithm (ESL) is compared with the existing algorithm (SWA) in terms of number of repeats. The proposed technique shows better performance when compared with the existing technique. In addition to the existing technique we have calculated runtime for the proposed technique. Table.4 shows the difference between the repeats already found with the repeats found with the help of our proposed algorithm for linkage group 22 of zebra fish. We compared our algorithm output with sliding window approach algorithm. Four fields are represented in the results, starting position of the motif, motif length, base pattern and copy number of the base pattern. The one represented in bold symbols are new repeats found other than the existing. A web interface has been developed to get repeats of a userspecified length for all linkage groups 1 to 25. Number   14772221  3  TAG  14  20841905  3  TAT  15   @14772335  3  TAA  10  @20842215  3  ATT  10  14772484  3  TAA  10  20842243  3  TTG  12  15222502  3  CAT  16  15050352  5  TATAT  11   @15364592  3  TAA  11  @15535739  5  TTATA  20  @15373855  3  TAT  16  @15548099  5  TTATA  14  @15375793  3  AAT  24  @15661029  5  AATAA  16   @15375942  3  TAA  17  @15664369  5  AATAT  13  @15391038  3  TTC  11  16252212  5  ATAAT  19  @15393514  3  TTA  10  16488891  5  ATTAT  16   @15394889  3  TTC  11  39505117  5  AATAT  15  @15397180  3  TTC  15  39527858  5  TATAT  17 (Note:@ denotes the new repeats found using the proposed algorithm). The Figure. 1 shows the comparisons with existing algorithm. Red bar is for ESL and blue bar is for SWA which is the existing algorithm. Figure.2 shows the comparison of proposed algorithm with TRF and mreps. Green bar shows the repeats found from ESL (Proposed Algorithm), purple bar shows the repeats found from mreps and orange bar shows the repeats found from TRF algorithms. The above graph shows that ESL has compared with all the other existing tools. We compared our algorithm with other existing tools to find exact tandem repeats and results are indexed in Table. 5. S.cerevisiae S288c genome dataset was obtained from the NCBI website for Chromosome 1 to 14 respectively. As a reference dataset Saccharomyces cerevisiae S288c genome was used and results were indexed. The Chromosome's accession numbers are given in the below table.5. The algorithm finds all the repeats with base pattern length 3 and copy number at-least 2 in the sequence and compares with other existing tools for exact tandem repeats. For TRF the parameters were set to, match score = 2, mismatch penalty = -7, indel penalty = -7, minimum alignment score = 50, maximum size = 500, and results were filtered. For mreps period size was set to 3 and exponent was set to 2. Experimental results are shown in the below table.5 which are existing algorithms like TRF, Mreps with the proposed technique ESL. In some cases when copy number or base size is more mreps shows better performance as compared to ESL and other tools.
Conclusion and Future Work
We proposed a method based on Suffix Array and Longest common prefix array techniques to find motif length, frequency and stating position of that motif. Suffix array can always be constructed in linear time O(n) for any given sequence, where n represents the sequence length. Construction of LCPA from Suffix array also takes linear time O(n) overall time complexity of the proposed algorithm is O(n). The proposed algorithm (ESL) is compared with the existing algorithm (SWA) in terms of number of repeats. The proposed technique shows better performance when compared with the existing techniques. In this technique we had found the repeats length from 3 to 50 in Zebrafish chromosomes. Our future work is to apply the algorithm for all the species with better complexity.
